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ABSTRACT:  
 

Out of many aspects, educational data mining can be used for continuous monitoring of the 

student. Everyday new pedagogy is proposed to for teaching learning and evaluation process. 

Success of pedagogy depends on the learning enrichment. Estimation of student skill is one of 

the complicated tasks. Participative learning is becoming pervasive among modern educators. 

Student centered, collaborative and participative environment empowers student to be 

independent and interdependent. Number of activities added into the curricula for this 

purpose. But question is "how to assess their learning level". In this paper a model is 

proposed for continuous monitoring of student in participative learning pedagogy. 
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   [1] INTRODUCTION  

Educational assessment reflects the educational goals achieved by student. The core 

objective behind these assessments is to prepare a student so that s/he will survive in the 

world independently. So, assessment measures preparedness of a student. 

In a cited work Chi M et al.[5] Iyengar and and lepper “argued that giving students 

choices can increase their motivation and learning. Choice is important for learning if only 

because students need to experience choices in the protected atmosphere of education so they 

can learn how to handle them before becoming independent.” 

India’s apex higher education body University Grant Commission proposed CBCS 

(Choice based credit system) model in higher education institution of India. Universities 

throughout India started adopting this CBCS model. Advantages of CBCS model [8] are 

student centric education, freedom to choose inter-disciplinary, skill oriented and flexibility 

of study etc. Universities in Chhattisgarh (like MATS University Raipur Chhattisgarh 

adopted in 2015-16) also started accepting CBCS model. 

In traditional method, students were/are evaluated only on their final exam score. But in 

this changed scenario, various activities are organized by institution to engage student in 

learning process. Monitoring students’ progress is also a vital task. Traditional methods are 

neither appropriate in this changed scenario fulfill objective of new model nor provide 

continuous monitoring of student. 
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In CBCS model student opt various subject from available choices. This makes 

situation worst in the process of evaluation. To cope with this challenge digital technology 

tool and data mining methods will be used. 

Digital technology offers faster input device, location independent accessibility cloud 

computing, complex computation power etc. These features will help in studying of data of 

any field. Education system also gets benefit with digital technology.  

Data mining methods like classification, clustering, prediction decision tree will help 

institution to monitor student promptly. 

In this paper a model is proposed to monitor student. This model will predict student 

performance level on the basis of their performance in current activity performance, previous 

activity performance, and student scored threshold value or standard threshold value.  

 

[2] LITERATURE REVIEW: 

Ashenafi M M, Ronchetti M, Riccardi G [3] demonstrated how facts from peer-

evaluation surroundings may be used to construct student progress prediction models. The 

possibility for automating responsibilities, coupled with minimal trainer intervention, make 

peer-assessment an green platform for accumulating scholar interest records in a non-stop 

way. The performances of the prediction fashions are comparable with those educated the 

usage of different academic facts. From peer-evaluation tasks that were performed over an 8 

week period in publications, information was used to build several prediction models in step 

with two wonderful interpretation of performance prediction. Student’s performance on the 

quit of a direction may be fairly expected. 

Al-Rifaie M M, Yee-King M, d'Inverno M [2] proposed a new approach for reading the 

conduct of students on a web course. This painting introduces a swarm intelligence method, 

Stochastic Diffusion Search (SDS), and suggests how it can be adapted and implemented to 

our statistics to be able to carry out class responsibilities. This paper investigated what mixed 

pastime is the first-class predictor of fulfillment or failure inside the direction. This paintings 

has some of potential benefits which include designing higher social getting to know 

structures, designing greater effective social gaining knowledge of and assessment sporting 

events, and inspiring disengaged students. This paintings is an essential step in addressing our 

long term purpose of evidencing how critical student mastering takes region as they give and 

get hold of feedback to and from each other on work in development 

Strecht P, Cruz L, Soares C, Mendes-Moreira J, Abreu R[13] evaluated a number of the 

maximum popular type and regression algorithms on predicting the fulfillment or failure of a 

student. They addressed troubles: prediction of approval/ failure and prediction of grade. The 

former is tackled as a class challenge whiles the latter as a regression challenge. Separate 

fashions are trained for each path. The algorithms with nice outcomes normal in class had 

been choice trees and SVM even as in regression they were SVM, Random Forest, and 

AdaBoost.R2 Positive results had been obtained at the class approach in which the aim is to 

expect whether or not a scholar will skip or fail a route. 

Koprinska I, Stretton J, Yacef K [10] built a decision tree classifier that is able to 

expect whether college students will be pass or fail their very last examination with an 

accuracy of  mid semester. The obtained policies are beneficial and actionable for instructors 
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and students, and may be used to force remediation.  Our outcomes used to detect students 

liable to failing early within the semester and provide them with simple preventive comments 

about remedial movements. 

Fuentes J, Romero C, Martínez C G, Ventura S [7] proposed  information mining 

approach  and self-evaluation if you want to are expecting whether or not an instructor will or 

will not take delivery of the students’ proposed marks in a course. This is an on-going work 

wherein authors have evaluated the use of type strategies and cost-touchy corrections. 

Regarding the overall performance of the prediction of the instructor’s choice, the 

consequences acquired display that the usage of self-evaluation, and value-sensitive type 

progressed the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity in our dataset. 

SHU Zhong-mei S, Qiong-fei Q, Lu-qi F [12] proposed angle of getting to know 

analytics and thinking about college students’ individual elements and college elements, a 

predication version of SLO is constructed to provide universities with vital reference to 

beautify SLO and coaching quality. Predictive model of pupil gaining knowledge of 

consequences which is built through the aggregate of neutral network and experts’ prior 

knowledge set up inside the regression evaluation, has a simple shape, better objectivity and 

correct predictive results. The educated neutral community model mentioned above may be 

used to scientifically and appropriately are expecting and evaluate scholar getting to know 

effects. 

Kim J H, Park Y, Song J, Jo I [9] discussed on sorts of mixed learning classes and as 

compared their prediction fashions. While the first combined gaining knowledge of class 

which entails online dialogue-based totally learning discovered a linear regression version, 

the second case, which became a lecture primarily based blended gaining knowledge of class 

supplying regular base online lecture notes in Moodle, did no longer gift a linear regression 

model. After that, to examine the important variables of each magnificence, random forest 

method turned into utilized. 

Bydžovská H [4] studies, presents  one of a kind processes for predicting achievement 

or failure and very last grades of students. The first approach is based totally on class and 

regression algorithms that search for styles in observe-related data and additionally records 

about college students' social conduct. The 2d approach is based totally on collaborative 

filtering techniques. The studies, are expecting the very last grades primarily based on 

preceding achievements of comparable college students. 

Clement B, Oudeyer P, Lopes M [6] studied examine two important approaches - 

Partially Observed Markov Decision Process (POMDP)  is a markovian selection system and 

Zone of Proximal Development and Empirical Success (ZPDES)  that may locate an ideal 

long-term path, and Multi-armed bandits that optimize regulations regionally and greedily 

however which are computationally extra efficient whilst requiring a less difficult learner 

version for on line planning of precise coaching sequences has the capacity to offer a virtually 

customized education experience with a big effect on the motivation and gaining knowledge 

of students. 

Olsen J K, Aleven V, Rummel N[11] alter the Additive Factors Model (AFM), a trendy 

logistic regression version for modeling man or woman getting to know, frequently used 

together with knowledge issue fashions and coach log records. The prolonged version 
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predicts overall performance of college students solving problems collaboratively with an 

ITS. 

Agnihotri L, Ott  A [1] Studied created a primary year at danger model using 

instructional information mining and to use that model at New York Institute of Technology 

(NYIT). Building the model creates new challenges: (1)the model should be welcomed by 

counseling team of workers and the outputs need to be user friendly, and (2)the model desires 

to work mechanically from data collection to processing and prediction which will do away 

with the bottleneck of a human operator which could gradual down the technique. They 

selected to construct four unique initial fashions: Neural Networks, Naïve Bayes, Decision 

Tree, and Logistic Regression. 

 

[3] RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Continuous monitoring is very important part of participative learning. To confirm 

student active participation in teaching learning process it is vital to adopt a logical evaluation 

model for classifying student into different classes. Proposed evaluation model’s major steps 

are shown in figure 1 will serve this purpose. 

  

Collect scores after activity completion 

↓ 

Find threshold value T1 and T2 using proposed algorithm 1 

↓ 

Find overall average score S obtained in all activity from all student of a class 

↓ 

Classify Student on the basis of threshold value, scores and overall average score 

using proposed algorithm 2 

Figure 1: Proposed research methodology 

 

[3.1] COLLECT SCOERES:  

Every activity’s objective is to give gain in knowledge. In participative learning 

pedagogy students are engaged in activity and after activity it is necessary to check “How 

much they enriched”. A wide variety of method is proposed by educationist to evaluate 

educatee; evaluator must choose appropriate method for evaluation. Along this evaluated 

score other factors like attendance (to promote presence in the class) etc. can be used to make 

final score. Final score will store in Attribute S1. This S1 is computed using following 

formula 

 

Where Fij is Score of ith student in jth factor 

Wj is weight of jth factor in calculation 

j belongs to score factor 
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i indicates student number 

These final score of all students will be used as data for monitoring purpose.  At the 

end of activity final score will stored in following data structure 

Id Score Other factor for score like Attendance……… Total Score 

(S1) 

  …………………  

  ………………….  

Table 1: Final score table at the end of each activity 

 

[3.2] STUDENT HISTORICAL SCORE RECORD IN ACTIVITIES 

Table 2 will store student obtained historical score in ‘n’ activity and individual 

average score. Initial Score for all students will be zero. Id attribute will store unique 

identification value to identify each student. A1, A2…………..An attributes will store final 

score of every student in each activity. ‘n’ attribute shows number of activity in which 

student participated. Most of the time value of ‘n’ will be same but with the permission of 

authority, as permission is granted to any student it, may vary. 

Id A1 A2 A3 …………………..An n Average Score S2 PI CP 

 

 

 

 

 

        

Table 2: Score of each student obtained in every activity till previous activity 

Average score (S2) will be calculated using formula: 

 

Where Ai is score of any student in ith activity 

‘n’ is number of activity in which participated 

j indicate activity number 

i indicate student 

PI is performance indicator 

CP is change in performance 

S2 is average score of any student. 

PI (Performance indicator) indicates students’ performance level so far. PI value is 

decided from algorithm 2 explained in the later part. CP (Change performance) shows change 

in performance level from previous performance level. Before updating PI value of a student 

in the table, after an activity, CP is calculated using equation 

 

Replace old PI and CP with new values. 

 

[3.3] THRESHOLD VALUE: 
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Threshold value indicates minimum acceptable performance standard. In this model 

threshold value picked on two criteria, first standard threshold value common for all faculties 

in any activity and second choosing threshold from that set of numbers which is obtained by 

student in activity participation. 

In the proposed model two thresholds has been selected to form three groups. Let t1 

and t2 is two thresholds from first criteria basis and t3 and t4 is two thresholds from second 

criteria. For choosing final threshold value T1 select maximum value between t1 and t3; for 

T2 select maximum value between t2 and t4. Reason behind choosing maximum value is to 

make comparative growth null and void. In this way this model not only maintain minimum 

standard but also increase threshold value upside when student get higher score. Steps 

involved in deciding two threshold values are shown in algorithm 1 

Algorithm 1: 

Step 1: Find set of unique scores from dataset D 

Step 2: Read minimum acceptable performance value in t1 and t2 

Step 3: Sort dataset D in increasing order and find number of values in dataset as n 

Step 4: find threshold value t3 from position n/3 and t4 from position 2n/3 

Step 5: if t1 is greater than t3 then T1 = t1 else T1 = t3 

Step 6: if t2 is greater than t4 then T2 = t2 else T2 = t4 

 

[3.4] ACTIVITY DETAILS 

A separate database file is maintained for overall average score and threshold value in a 

particular activity. Overall average score is calculated from table 2. Equation to calculate 

overall average score is 

 

Where m is total number of student 

i indicates student number  

Threshold value of T1 and T2 is obtained from algorithm 1.  

 

Sr. No. Activity name Activity Overall Average 

score (O) 

T1 T2 

     

     

Table 3: Overall average score and both threshold value in all activity 

 

[3.5] DECIDING PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

Performance indicator is decided on the basis of student score obtained in the observed 

activity. Initially all values will be zero. Performance indicator is allocated as algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2: 

Find value of O, T1 and T2 from Table 3 

For Student i to m 

Read value of S2 from Table 2 

Read value of S1 from Table 1 
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If S1>T1 Then 

  If S1> S2 Then 

   If S1 > O Then 

   PI =1 

   Else 

   PI =2 

  Else 

   If S1 > O Then 

PI =2 

Else 

PI =3 

Else if S1 <=T1 and S1 > T2 Then 

  If S1 > S2 Then 

   If S1 > O Then 

   PI =3 

   Else 

   PI = 4 

  Else 

   If S1 > O Then 

   PI = 4 

   Else  

   PI = 5 

Else 

  If S1>S2 Then 

   If S1 > O Then 

   PI =5 

   Else 

   PI = 6 

  Else 

   If S1 > O Then 

   PI = 6 

   Else  

   PI = 7 

Next i 

Above algorithm’s tree representation is shown in figure 2. On the basis of logic 

represented into algorithm 2, it will assign performance level to each student. 
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Figure 2: Tree visualization of indentifying Performance Indicator (PI) 

 

[4] ANALYSIS 

Two indicators, i.e. PI (Performance Indicator) and CP (Change in Performance), will 

be used to monitor student in this proposed model. PI predicts the students’ performance 

level in the activity among the participant level. CP tells the direction of growth of student 

from previous activity. CP values may be positive, negative or no change. When CP is 

positive it indicates that students’ performance is improving, when negative, it indicates that 

students’ performance is poor. In the case of no change in CP, student performance is static. 

Collectively CP and PI is used for the purpose of monitoring student. 

 

[5] CONCLUSION 

Evaluation and monitoring is one of the vital tasks of educator. Through this process 

educator knows “what is achievement level of student”. Having a lot of other education 

activity educator is not in this position to monitor student. If educator collects data honestly 

and submits it to the proposed model then it becomes not only easy but also reduces work 

pressure of monitoring. Learning scale will tell the performance level of student in an activity 

on the basis of their and overall observed student.  

Change in Performance (CP) will tell that student performance is in positive, neutral or 

negative direction also. After knowing change of performance, student and educator both will 

be cautious. 

Thus, this method will monitor the student after each activity without biasness, 

maintaining standard level of quality, efficiently and speedy way.   
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